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Dear Parents,
Festivity is in the air and we are back again with a cauldron of snapshots and memories to
cherish, with celebrations galore and delightful moments which our children enjoyed to
the core. The month commenced with honouring the teachers on Teachers’ Day- the souls
that teach and the hearts that nurture your little ones amidst their second homes. An array
of assemblies followed even as the students were burning the night oil to prepare for the
Half-yearly examination. From decking up as the Lord Krishna for Janmashtami to narrating
the tales of wisdom and love of Lord Ganesha, the students extolled a handful of festivals
with gaiety, not to speak of the soul-stirring Hindi Diwas celebration which was witnessed
across all classes. Our secondary and Senior Secondary students brought laurels too in the
genre of sports. Can’t wait to take a peek into the snaps? Well here we go on our
September trip through Lexicon, Wagholi.

ASSEMBLY

Hindi Diwas
Special assemblies were conducted on Hindi Diwas across all classes to make the students aware of the
importance of our National Language. The assemblies commenced with the Hindi prayer and the pledge taken
in Hindi. Students recited stirring poems and gave speeches that threw light on the beauty of the language
and its importance even amidst all the mayhem over English as the official language of the world.

Saksharta Diwas
To experience the importance of literacy and education, a special assembly on Saksharta Diwas was
wa
conducted which comprised a Speech on Literacy Day, Nukkad Natak, Speech on Hindi Diwas and a group
song to signify the importance of education and Hindi language
language.

Ganesh Chaturthi
A special Assembly on Ganesh Chaturthi was conducted by the students to explain the significance of
celebrating Ganesh Chaturthi in all its joy and aura
aura.

Teacher's Day
A Special Assembly on Teacher's Day was conducted with great vigour and enthusiasm by the students of
Classes 5 to 8. Students presented a scintillating performance via a role play to showcase the remarkable role
a teacher plays in making
ing his/her students responsible citizens of tomorrow.

SUBJECT ACTIVITY

CLASS II- MARATHI
A Marathi Subject activity was conducted on 18.9.19 for the students of Class II on the topic - differentiate
between उ and ऊ chi matra on 18th September 2019. The aim was to make students aware about matras.
Children were asked to identify the matra and place a flash card according to the matra on black board.

READING ACTIVITY
the sections
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The other activity conducted was ‘Buddy reading’: The buddy reading program is a fun, personal and
ivity students gained confidence in helping
effective way to introduce the pleasure of reading. In this act
activity
their buddy to read properly, thus enabling peer appreciation.
appreciation

CLASS II - ENGLISH SUBJECT
The ‘Garden of Good Manners’ activity was conducted on 4.09.19 for the students of Class II. The
activity was drawn on Garden theme by writing the various ways of observing good manners on the
flowers drawn.

Class I - HINDI SUBJECT
A CCA Activity on Sangya was held for on 17-09-2019. Students made wonderful flowers with paper, drew
leaves and wrote SANGYA with examples on the flowers.

Class I - MATH SUBJECT
On 13thSeptember 2019, a Math activity was conducted for the students of Class I on the topic of "Addition &
Subtraction". The main aim of the activity was to make students understand how to solve addition and
subtraction sums and able to differentiate between the right and wrong sums.

CLASS II - MATH
Numbers up to 999 were taught to the students of Class II by conducting a fun activity. They were given Ice
cream cone cuttings, on it they drew the “Abacus”, wrote standard form of number and its name. They were
fascinated to put on their creative hats to engage in the activity.

FIRELESS COOKING
To increase awareness about
ut balanced food
food, the students of Primary engaged in making ” Vegetable wrap”,
wherein they brought cooked vegetables, salads, cheese, sauces and butter to spread on Chapatti . The
made delicious wrap and shared with each
each other. They were excited to be a part of this activity as they got a
feel of making dishes all on their own.

SWACHH BHARAT WEEK CELEBRATION
‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ or ‘Clean
Clean India Mission’
Mission’ is an initiative led by the Government of India to make
India a “clean India”. The students celebrated this week by doing various activities which bought awareness
amongst the students about the ideology that cleanliness is the way of life.

Swachhta
hta Awareness Month
wide campaign in India for the period 2014 to
Swachh Bharat Abhiyan or Swachh Bharat Mission is a nation
nation-wide
2019 that aims to clean up the streets, roads and infrastructure of India's cities, towns, and rural areas. The
campaign's official name is in Hindi and translates to
to "Neat and tidy India Mission" in English.

In the month of September, Swachhta Shapath was organised on the very first day of the Pakhwada, wherein
all the students and the staff of the school participated. Special Assembly, Cleanliness Drive(No Plastic
Campaign)
ampaign) and Hygiene Practices Talks, Paper/Cloth Bag making Activity, Reuse Plastic Activity, NukkadNatak were conducted in classes V & VI, wherein the students realised the importance of cleanliness and
sanitation, as the role of schools has been instrumental
instrumental in realizing the mission of Swachh Bharat. A rally was
also organized to create awareness about “, Cleanliness Drive (No Plastic Campaign)”. Swachhta Awareness
messages was given with the help of Nukkad Natak.

CLASS ROOM CLEANING
As we say “Cleanliness is next to Godliness” and to inculcate the habit of cleanliness, classroom cleanliness
activity was held on 05-09-2019. Students of Class III-IV were involved in cleaning their own classroom and
organizing things in the class.

READING WEEK CELEBRATION
To promote reading habit among the students and enhance their reading ability, as a part of reading week a
few activities were conducted in section III and IV.

activities

Green School Drive day
We celebrated “Green School Drive day” on 26-08-2019 & 5-09-2019.. On this day the student used Best out
of waste craft ideas to reuse waste materials and decorate. They were taught to plant saplings in small
plastic bottles, jars and empty cans and thus many plants were planted in the classroom. They also planted
pla
saplings in their neighborhood.

Personal Hygiene Day
To inculcate the habit of good personal hygiene, a personal hygiene day was conducted on 06.09.19 in which
Nail length, hair length, uniform Cleanliness, shoes polish, etc. were checked. Students were given a talk on
the merits of good personal hygiene and the importance of- “CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS”.

Sanitization and Puberty
heal and hygiene to the
The counselors Rashmita Hazarika and Sonal Kalia, gave a detail understanding of health
students. The session was conducted separately for girls and boys so that the students are comfortable to
understand and ask their doubts.

WATER CONSERVATION DAY
As a part of CBSE Pakhwada activities, students observed WATER CONSERVATION DAY.
DAY
The students collected water from their water bottles in a drum, which was later used for the plants. An
awareness about water conservation was created among the students.

PLANTATION & WATER CONSERVATION
were honored
As a part of CBSE initiative of launching a massive tree
t
plantation campaign, young Lexiconites
L
to be a part of it. On 25-09-2019
2019 students of class IV were asked to sow seeds or baby plants to be a part of
this campaign. They were also explained the importance of trees in our life and how we can save
sav them.
over water in bottles in a bug
As a part of CBSE activity-water
water conservation drive, they emptied their left-over
drum which was then used to water the plants around the premises.

COMPETITIONS

Hindi Kavya Pratiyogita
To experience and showcase the beauty and significance of Hindi language, ‘Hindi Kavya Pratiyogita’- a
competition on Hindi Poetry was conducted on the 20th of September 2019 by the students of Section V & VI.
cited by the students on the topics:
The event comprised excellent delivery of Hindi poems, well re
recited

Winners

Class V - -“Bal Kavita”

Desh Bhakti Geet”
Class VI – “Desh

1. Samiksha Singh- Orange House (VF)

1. Amisha Sinha- Orange House (VIC)

2. Suryansh Rayyam- Green House (VC)

2. Paridhi Budhwar- Maroon House (VIA)

3. Shashikant Kute- Blue House (VC)

3. Harshita Ajwani- Green House (VIA)

HINDI RECITATION
Hindi Recitation Competition was held on 20th Sept’19.Students of section III and IV participated with great
enthusiasm. The topic given to class III was “Festival” and class IV “Pariksha”. The students recited the poem
with proper voice modulation, expression and intonation.

Green Olympiad
Oly
On 18 Sep 2019 Green Olympiad
Competition was conducted for the
VI. The student
students of class V and VI
participated with great enthusiasm.

IGKO EXAM
IGKO exam was conducted on 6th
September 2019.Students of
for the
section III & IV appeared
appea
exam in full attendance
attenda

Rashtrabhasha
Examination
On the auspicious occasion of Hindi Diwas ,
Rashtrabhasha Examination was conducted
across sessions The students sincerely
participated in the examination and are
enthusiastically waiting for their result.
Such examinations help students to go
beyond textbook and also get a chance to
win certificates and medals.

HIGHLIGHTS

Zilla Parishad Basketball Tournament

Girls
Under 14 Girls participated
in Zilla Parishad Basketball
Tournament at Aryan
English Medium School,
Bhilarewadi , Kataraj on
14th September. Won 3rd
round and qualified for
Semi Finals.

Boys
Under 14 Boys participated in
Zilla Parishad Basketball
Tournament at Aryan English
Medium School, Bhilarewadi
Kataraj on 18th September.
First round Won by 25-2 against
Sanskruti school Wagholi.

Celebration of India Intelligence Chandrayaan- 2
The students enthusiastically participated to share the outstanding space achievement of
our Scientists. The students were shown the entire presentation on the Chandrayaan- 2
mission

WORKSHOP

SCIENCE WORKSHOP
Science Workshop was conducted on 6 Sep 2019, at The Lexicon School, Hadapsar by Soni Singh from TLISK.
She took different topics for class I-IV and explained how to introduce and integrate EVS with English for class
I & II. She also explained how to use different teaching methods while teaching EVS. Away from the workshop
another important thing is the use of magic box and the jingles that were sung to break the monotonous and
make the workshop joyful.

TEACHER’S DAY AWARD
Mrs. Sunitha Sarikonda and Smitha Krishnan representing The Lexicon
International School, Wagholi was felicitated with ‘Award for Excellence
in Education’ for their contribution in imparting knowledge by IIHM Pune.
As a gesture of appreciation and recognition for their commitment and
enthusiasm, The International Institute Of Hotel Management (IIHM) had
organized an event on Teachers Day, 5th September, 2019 at Fern Hotels,
Amanora to celebrate the Teachers Day wherein teachers from various
schools and colleges of Pune were felicitated with the award along with
a certificate for their contributions towards the Education.

.

Bringing Laurels to the
School in the Genre of
Sports
The Senior Secondary students brought
laurels to the school by winning a
number of prizes in the Inter-school
competitions. U 19 Badminton Boys and
U 19 Girls won the Haveli Taluka
Badminton Krida Competition held at
Yerwada, DSO Sports Complex.
U 19 Boys Football reached the Semi
Finals at the Haveli Taluka Football
Competition.
Trisha Shingote of Class XII won the ZP
Swimming Tournament in 3 events,
namely, 50m, 100m Freestyle and 50m
Butterfly.

“There is nothing more precious to a parent than a child, and nothing more important
to our future than the safety of our children.”

Going down the memory lane do you remember the untainted, unhindered happiness you experienced during
holidays? The summer sun, getting drenched in the rain while coming home from school, enjoying the crisp
wintry mornings amidst nature’s lap- the bliss was irresistible, inimitable. And yet we have often found
ourselves in trouble, small and big, which is of course a natural part of childhood. Times have changed and
today our children are exposed not only to bigger opportunities but to greater threats as well. So here are a
few quick tips to help you ensure optimum safety and security for your child.








Establish specific and safe play areas and ensure that your little ones do not wander anywhere alone
Create awareness among your kids by talking to them about their safety, reminding them every now
and then about not speaking to strangers.
Talk to your toddlers about their safe circle comprising you, their parents and grandparents in whom
they can confide anything without any feelings of hesitation
Be aware of any warning signs- a sudden change in the behavior of your child, eating less, less
communication with peers, declining grades or any such noticeable transformations
Be in regular touch with your child’s school, stay involved and communicate with the teachers time
and again, whether or not any problems have arisen.
Know your child’s peer group, especially if he or she is a teenager
Keep a check on your teen’s cyber usage and do not hesitate to intervene when needed

Our children are our most precious possessions. Give them quality time, dear parents and see your dreams
come true as they grow up into beautiful human beings.
It’s time now to bid adieu. We will be back again next month with bigger events. Till then, Happy Parenting!

With best regards,
Ms. Patricia D’Cunha
Pri Supervisor (I & II)
Ms. Savita Pansare
Sec. Supervisor (VII & VIII)

Ms. Shyamoli Bhattacharya
Pri Supervisor (III & IV)
Ms. Ashwini Lakka
Sec. Supervisor (IX & X)
Ms. Monica Taneja
Principal In charge

Ms. Aparna Dhar
Sec Supervisor (V & VI)
Ms. Malita James
Head Supervisor

